We describe here a rudimentary sage [S6] implementation of the Bhattacharya-Mesner hypermatrix algebra package.
Introduction
The current package implements very basic features of the Bhattacharya-Mesner hypermatrix algebra. A hypermatrix denotes a finite set of complex numbers each of which is indexed by members of an integer cartesian product set of the form {0, · · · , (n 0 − 1)} × · · · × {0, · · · , (n l−1 − 1)}. Such a hypermatrix is said to be of order l or simply an l-hypermatrix for short. The algebra and the spectral analysis of hypermatrices arise as a natural generalization of matrix algebra. Important hypermatrix results available in the literature are concisely surveyed in [L] , the reader is also refered to [LQ] for a more detail survey on the spectral analysis of hypermatrices. The hypermatrix algebra discussed here differs from the hypermatrix algebras surveyed in [L] in the fact that the hypermatrix algebra considered here centers around the Bhattacharya-Mesner hypermatrix product operation introduced in [BM1, BM2, B] and followed up in [GER] . Although the scope of the Bhattacharya-Mesner algebra extends to hypermatrices of all finite integral orders, the package will be mostly geared towards 3-hypermatrices.
The Hypermatrix Sage Package
We try here to simultaneously follow precepts of the New Jersey school of experimental mathematics initiated by Doron Zeilberger [Z] and the fundamental paradigm of litterate programming pioneered by Donald Knuth [K] to discuss various computational aspects of the Bhattacharya-Mesner 3-hypermatrix algebra. We therefore present here a very rudimentary SageTeX [S6] implementation of a hypermatrix package. The proposed package is available through the source code for the current document either in the format of a L Y X file or alternatively as a T E X file or an independent sage file. Our implementation will be concerned with generic 3-hypermatrices and consequently we will often work with symbolic expressions. The implementation starts out by describing procedures which enable us to generate symbolic matrices and hypermatrices of desired size, order and with other additional properties. Throughout the package, the data structure used will be a lists.
def MatrixGenerate(nr, nc, c):
""" Generates a list of lists associated with a symbolic nr x nc matrix using the input character c followed by indices.
EXAMPLES:
:: sage: M = MatrixGenerate(2, 2, 'm'); M [[m00, m01] , [m10, m11]] else : raise ValueError, "Input dimensions "+\ str(nr)+" must be a non-zero positive integers."
The two procedures implemented above for generating symbolic lists will typically be used in conjunction with the Sage [S6] Matrix class over symbolic rings as illustrated 
M 2 = Matrix(SR,SymMatrixGenerate(2,'m')) = m 00 m 01 m 01 m 11 .
We implement similar procedures for generating symbolic hypermatrices of desired order and size.
def HypermatrixGenerate(*args): """ Generates a list of lists associated with a symbolic arbitrary hypematrix of order and size specified by the input. The procedures implemented above illustrate the use of lists for representing hypermatrices. We show bellow for convenience of the reader the output of the function call T = HypermatrixGenerate(2, 2, 2, 't') = [ [[t 000 , t (\ var(c+str(min(i,j,k) 
return q else : raise ValueError, "Input dimensions "+\ str(nr)+" must be a non-zero positive integer."
We illustrate the use of the procedure by showing the output of the following function call
We also implement a procedure for canonically stripping down the 3-hypermatrix ( encoded as a list of list ) to a simple list of symbolic variables in a similar spirit as the matrix vectorization operation. raise ValueError, "The Dimensions non zero."
The implementation of the hypermatrix vectorization procedure concludes the implementation of procedure for generating and formating symbolic 3-hypermatrices. The next part of the package will discuss the implementation of procedures which enable us to perform very basic operations on 3-hypermatrices starting with the addition operation def HypermatrixAdd(A, B):
""" Outputs a list of lists corresponding to the sum of the two input hypermatrices A, B of the same size At the heart of the Mesner-Bhattacharya 3-hypermatrix algebra lies the ternary non-associative hypermatrix product operation [BM2, BM1] . We provide here a naive implementation of the Mesner-Bhattacharya 3-hypermatrix product. We may briefly recall that the product is defined for input hypermatrices A of dimensions m × k × p, B of dimensions m × n × k and the matrix C of dimension k × n × p, to result into an m × n × p hypermatrix with entries specified by for j in range(n_b_cols):
return q else : raise ValueError, "Hypermatrix dimension mismatch."
In connection with the computation of the spectral elimination ideals, we implement a slight generalization of the MesnerBhattacharya hypermatrix product hypermatrix product, introduced in [GER] . Recall that the 3-hypermatrix product of input hypermatrices A of dimensions m × l × p, B of dimensions m × n × l and the matrix C of dimension l × n × p, with non-trivial background T with dimensions l × l × l results in m × n × p hypermatrix and in particular the m, n, p of the product is expressed by
which is implemented as follows for j in range(n_b_cols):
for j in range(len(q[i])): for k in range(n_c_dpts):
for l0 in range(n_d_rows)\ for l1 in range(n_d_cols) for l2 in range(n_d_dpts)])) return q else : raise ValueError, "Hypermatrix dimension mismatch."
We illustrate bellow, how to initialize and obtain 3-hypermatrix products either with the trivial or arbitrary background hypermatrix. The example discussed here will be for 2 × 2 × 2 hypermatrices.
# We put here together the seperate pieces we have implemented above. A = HypermatrixGenerate(2, 2, 2, 'a') B = HypermatrixGenerate(2, 2, 2, 'b') C = HypermatrixGenerate(2, 2, 2, 'c') T = HypermatrixGenerate(2, 2, 2, 't') P = HypermatrixProduct(A, B, C) Q = HypermatrixProductB(A, B, C, T)
from which we obtain that the 0,0,0 entry of the product with trivial background is given by
while the 0,0,0 entry of the product with non trivial background is given 
We now implement the procedure which generalizes to 3-hypermatrices the notion of matrix transpose. The transpose operation for matrices consists in performing a transposition of matrix indices and this has the effect of simultaneously changing rows vectors into column vectors and column vecors into row vectors. However in the case of 3-hypermatrices there are six possible permutations which can be performed on the indices and among these permutations, the cyclic permutation form a very special subgroup, because cyclic permutations simultaneously map rows vectors to columns vectors and column vectors to depth vectors. As a result, cyclic permutations of the indices should be thought off as operations which are inherent to 3-hypermatrices while the remaining three transpositions are to be thought off as matrix operations.
def HypermatrixCyclicPermute(A): """ Outputs a list of lists associated with the hypermatrix with entries index cycliclly permuted. 
and showing the result of the transposition
In connection with 3-hypermatrix spectral decompositions computations, we implement procedure for generating special family of 3-hypermatrices starting with Kronecker delta 3-hypermatrices. The defining properties of the Kronecker delta 3-hypermatrix can be expressed as follows
and the procedure generating Kronecker delta 3-hypermatrices is implemented as follows def HypermatrixKroneckerDelta(nr): """ Generates a list of lists associated with the nr x nr x nr Kronecker Delta hypermatrix. raise ValueError, "Input dimensions "+\ str(nr)+" must be a non-zero positive integer."
Furthermore for some particular numerical routines we implement procedures for initializing hypermatrices so as to have all entries either equal to zero or equal to one def HypermatrixGenerateAllOne(*args):
""" Generates a list of lists associated with the nr x nr x nr all one hypermatrix. More interestingly, we implement procedures for generating 3-hypermatrices with binary entries which correspond to the 3-hypermatrix analogue of permutation matrices. Permutation 3-hypermatrices by analogy to permutation matrices effect some prescribed permutations of row slices or column slices or alternatively the depth slices of some specified hypermatrices. The permutation is effected by performing the appropriate sequence hypermatrix products. The procedure which we implement here for generating permutation 3-hypermatrix takes as input a list of integer in the range 0 to (n − 1) inclusively whose particular order in the list specify the desired transposition. The procedure outputs the corresponding transposition 3-hypermatrix. The output 3-hypermatrix will be of dimension n×n×n. We recall from [GER] that permutation hypermatrices corresponding to some transposition σ ∈ S n is expressed by raise ValueError, "Input dimensions "+\ str(n)+" must be a non-zero positive integer."
It is important to note that because of the associativity symmetry breaking, it is important to express the permutations as product of transpositions. We also illustrate how the 3-hypermatrix product effects some desired transposition to the appropriate 3-hypermatrix slices.
# the code writen here is merely to put together the peices we have implemented so far. # Generic Symbolic hypermatrix A = HypermatrixGenerateAllZero(3,3,3) Tmp = HypermatrixGenerate(3, 3, 3, 'a') for i in range(2):
for j in range(3):
for k in range(3): 
and for performing the transposition [1, 0, 2], we produced the permutation hypermatrix
In order to effect the transposition to the row slices of A we compute the product 
furthermore in order to effect the transposition to the column slices of A we compute the product 
finally in order to effect the same transposition to the depth slices of A we compute the product 
We now implement a procedure for generating 3-hypermatrix analog of diagonal martrices. We recall that just as for matrices the diagonal 3-hypermatrices are slight variation of the identity permutation 3-hypermatrix and their defining equality is expressed by D ⋆ to enforce the symmetry constraint we will only take entry from the lower triangular part of the input matrix. 
and we observe that
""" Outputs an orthogonal third order hypermatrix of size 2 by 2 by 2.
EXAMPLES: ::
sage: t=var('t') sage: Orthogonal2x2x2Hypermatrix(t)
AUTHORS: -Edinah K. Gnang and Ori Parzanchevski """ return [[[cos(t)^(2/3),sin(t)^(2/3)],[sin(t)^(2/3), cos(t)^(2/3)]],\ [[-sin(t)^(2/3),cos(t)^(2/3)],[sin(t)^(2/3),sin(t)^(2/3)]]]
we also present here a parametrization of a subset of 3 × 3 × 3 orthogonal hypermatrix bellow def Orthogonal3x3x3Hypermatrix(t1,t2):
""" Outputs an orthogonal third order hypermatrix of size 3 by 3 by 3. The use of the procedures for generating orthogonal hypermatrices are illustrated bellow theta = var('theta') Q = Orthogonal2x2x2Hypermatrix(theta) Qt = HypermatrixCyclicPermute(Q) Qtt= HypermatrixCyclicPermute(HypermatrixCyclicPermute(Q)) Expressing 2 × 2 × 2 orthogonal hypermatrices in term of the free parameter θ we obtain
We also illustrate the output of the procedure implemented above for generating parametrization for 3 × 3 × 3 orthogonal hypermatrices # Defining the Parametrization Variables theta1,theta2=var('theta1,theta2') c1=cos(theta1)^(2/3) s1=sin(theta1)^(2/3) c2=cos(theta2)^(2/3) s2=sin(theta2)^(2/3) # Parametrization of a orthogonal hypermatrix U = Orthogonal3x3x3Hypermatrix(theta1,theta2) Ut = HypermatrixCyclicPermute(U) Utt= HypermatrixCyclicPermute(HypermatrixCyclicPermute(U)) UUttUt = HypermatrixProduct(U,Utt,Ut) for i in range(3): for j in range(3): for k in range (3):
We verify that the obtained 3 × 3 × 3 hypermatrix is indeed orthogonal via the following computation
In the remaining part of the package, we implement functions which relates to genralizations to hypermatrices of the classic Cayley-Hamilton theorem and to the notion of hypermatrix inversion. We first start by implementing the function which creates a list of hypermatrices corresponding to all the possible product composition of the input hypermatrix A.
def HypermatrixCayleyHamiltonList(A, n): """ Outpts a list of hypermatrices of all product composition of order n from which it follows that n must be odd. It then becomes possible to establish that the dimension of the span of hypermatrix composition powers is maximal for generic 2 × 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 × 3 hypermatrices. The lines of code bellow computes hypermatrix compositions and stacks the resulting hypermatrices into a square matrix and computing the determinant in order to assert that the matrix is full rank. The determinant of resulting matrix is given by
EXAMPLES

# Initializing an orthogonal hypermatrix
furthermore for 3 × 3 × 3 we have that
The very last piece of the current package corresponds to the hypermatrix pseudo-inversion procedure. The routine that we implement here will be predominantly numerical. The notions of hypermatrix inverse pairs was first proposed in the work of Battacharya and Mesner in [BM2], we follow up by implementing here numerical routine for the computation of pseudo-inverse pairs for 2 × 2 × 2 hypermatrices. We first start by implementing a constraint formator procedure which formats a list of linear constraints into a system of linear equation in the canonical form A · x = b, the constraint formator will be curcial for formating the linear constraints which arise from the hypermatrix inversion constraints.
def ConstraintFormator(CnstrLst, VrbLst):
""" Takes as input a List of linear constraints and a list of variables and outputs matrix and the right hand side vector associate with the matrix formulation of the constraints. 
we illustrate the error induced by the pseudo-inversion by comparing to M the 3-hypermatrix product computation
with entries given by 
Hypermatrix class
As a summary for the hypermatrix package for the convenience of the user we encapsulate all the pieces into a single class all the precedures implemented above. This is particularly useful for the purpose of setting up computer experiments with the proposed hypermatrix package. We implement also some additional auxiliary special functions specifically used by the class for dealing with hypermatrices of order greater then 3. We start by implementing a general hypermatrix product operation which incorporate matrix and 3-hypermatrix products as special cases and therfore captures the full Bhattacharya-Mesner algebra. raise ValueError,\ "The Dimensions of the input hypermatrices must match."
As a way of illustrating the existence of arbitrary order hypermatrices we implement a procedure for parametrizing ( albeit somewhat redundantly in the number of variables ) hypermatrices of the size 2 × 2 × 2 × · · · × 2. and therefore providing a constructif proof of existence of arbitrary order orthogonal hypermatrices. 
